Singular contents of thought
Acquaintance and reference

Workshop with
Susanna Siegel (Harvard University) and Robin Jeshion (University of Southern California)

Monday, the 26th of June 2017

Université de Liège, Espace paysager du Département de Philosophie
(7, Place du XX août - 3ème étage)

Morning session (10am): contents and reasons within perception

*Talk*: Susanna Siegel (Harvard University), « Rationality of perception »

*Discussion with*: Frank Hofmann (Université de Luxembourg) on experience, inference, and the house of reasons

Andy Orlando (Université de Luxembourg) on conservatism and epistemic downgrading

Denis Seron (FNRS/ULiège) on beliefs, perceptual experiences, and conditions of experience

Charlotte Gauvry (FNRS/ULiège) on the irrational part of perception

Afternoon session (2pm): description and acquaintance in reference-fixing

*Talk*: Robin Jeshion (University of Southern California), « Two dogmas of russellianism »

*Discussion with*: Gregory Bochner (FNRS/ULB) on propositionalism as a third dogma of russellianism

Philippe Kreutz (ULB) on criteria for the distinction between singular and descriptive contents

Philippe De Brabanter (ULB) on the relevance of a distinction between type- and token-referentiality

Anthonin Thuns (ULB) on experiential deference

Bruno Leclercq (ULiège) on singularity of empty referring expressions